A train travels from one station to the next along a level track. The journey must be completed within a given time and it is desirable to minimise the energy required to drive the train. It has been shown with an appropriate formulation of the problem that an optimal strategy exists and that this strategy must satisfy a Pontryagin type criterion. In this paper the Pontryagin principle will be used to find the nature of the optimal strategy and this information will then be used to determine the precise optimal strategy.
Introduction
In 1977-78 Milroy [6] considered the problem of driving a train from one station to the next along a level track within a given allowable time in such a way that energy consumption is minimised. He formulated the problem as follows: Minimise the energy consumption
I(u,v)= / u+(t)v(t)dt
Jo subject to the differential equation
v'(t) = u(t) -r[v(t)]
with boundary conditions v(0) = v(T) = 0 and subject to the equality constraint T I v{t)dt = and the inequality constraint \u(t)\ < 1. In this formulation T is the given time allowed for the journel and L is the distance between the two stations, u(t) is the acceleration applied to the train, v(t) is the velocity and r [v(t) ] is the frictional resistance. It is assumed that a maximum applied acceleration is specified and that only positive acceleration consumes energy. Thus the cost functional contains the term
u + (t) = [u(t) + \u(t)\}/2
which is the positive part of u(t). By applying the Pontryagin maximum principle Milroy obtained a basic velocity profile which he has suggested as an optimal strategy. This conjecture has been supported by more recent work of Tyler [7] and Kautsky et al [4] and by subsequent practical tests. However because he did not specify vector spaces for the various functions involved it was not possible for Milroy to justify his solution. In two previous papers Howlett [2] and [3] it was shown that when the problem is formulated in an appropriate function space an optimal strategy exists and the strategy does indeed satisfy a Pontryagin type criterion. The books by Yosida [8] and Luenberger [5] are suggested as useful references for the underlying functional analysis in these two papers and the methods of Craven [1] form a basis for the derivation of necessary conditions on an optimal strategy. In this paper the Pontryagin principle will be used to find the nature of the optimal strategy and this information will then be used to determine the precise optimal strategy. The problem will then be reformulated using only control strategies of optimal type and the simplified problem will be solved to show that each possible strategy is determined by a single real number parameter. A precise optimal strategy can now be found. In his original paper Milroy did not obtain a complete determination of the solution. Finally it should be noted that the cost functional used in this paper is more general than the cost functional used in the original formulation and consequently the optimal strategy is more complex.
Formulation of the train control problem
Let 38 denote the set of all real valued Borel measurable functions on the interval [0, T]. We consider two basic subsets of 38 and the associated Banach spaces. % is the subset of all essentially bounded functions. If we define a norm on this subset by the formula 
The nature of the optimal strategy
We mentioned earlier that additional assumptions on p and q would be introduced. To this purpose we define functions Pj: R -> R for each j = 1,2,...,/! by setting Pj(v) = aj[r(v) -u } ] + bj and if we use the notation (Pjq)(v) to denote the product Pj(v)q(v) then we will assume that (piq) (v) and {p n q){v) are strictly convex. It is now easy to establish that (j)jq)(v) is strictly convex for each j = 1,2,...,«. With these additional assumptions we can now show that the adjoint differential equation
and the Hamiltonian function From the previous paper [3] we know that the optimal acceleration UQ can be obtained by minimising h(u, t) over all u e I = [-1,1]. We must therefore obtain one of the following basic situations.
(TO: Taj-iq[v o (t)] -£(t) < 0 and Tajq[v o (t)] -$(t) > 0, in which case h{Uj,t) = minh{u,t). (T2): xajq[vo{t)] -£(t) = 0, in which case h(u*,t) = minh(u,t),
for all u*e[Uj,Uj+i], (T 3 ): i(t) = 0, in which case h{u*,t) = minh{u,t), forallw*e[-l,0]. (T4): £(t) < 0,
in which case h(-\,t) = vcanh{u,t).
We will now state several results which allow us to develop the overall structure of the optimal journey. For convenience we will state them as a sequence of lemmas with only brief notes about the method of proof. [5] LEMMA 3.1.
Ifvo(t) > Qforallt e {t\,t 2 ) thenw{t) is constant in this interval.
PROOF. From the Fritz-John conditions (FJ) in [3] we know that V*{VQ) = 0, i.e. / [0 r ) vo(t)w(dt) = 0 where w(t) is increasing and where the integral is a Radon integral (see Howlett [3] and Yosida [8] ). This condition derives from the requirement VQ(1) > 0. Now it follows that
>e[w(t 2 -6)-w(ti+d))
(some e > 0). Since w(t) is increasing it must be constant. LEMMA where e > 0 is a lower bound for l/r'iv) on the
If xaj-\q[v Q {t)] -£(t) < 0 and Tajq[v o (t)] -£(t) > 0 for all t e (ti,t 2 ) and ifu
Q {t\) = Uj > r[v Q (ti)] then u o (t) = uj > r[v o (t)]
interval [vo(ti),vo(ti)].
Clearly the RHS approaches infinity as / T ^3-Thus ^ cannot be finite. LEMMA 
IfTajq[v o (t)] -£(t) = Ofor all t e {t { , t 2 ) then v o (t) = v o (t { ) and Uo(t) = r[vo(ti)]for all such t. This situation can only arise ifuj < r[vo(ti)] <

PROOF. Since Tajq[v o (t)] -£(t) = 0 it follows that
™,<?>o(OK(')-<r(O = O.
Using the adjoint equation 
(t)] -£(t) is positive on (ti,t2) and negative on (t 2 , h). Thus for all t € [t 2 , h) we have
Tajq'[v o (t)]v' o (t) -$'(t) < (-l){T(Pjq)'[v o (t)} + a) = Tajq'[v o (t 2 )M(t 2 )-Z'(t 2 ), since rajq[vo(t 2 )]-Z(t 2 ) = 0. Now we know that tajq[vo{t)]-£(t) is decreasing at t = t 2 and hence
Tajq'[v o (t 2 )]v' 0 (t 2 )-Z'(t 2 )<0.
Thus we have shown that Tajq[vo(t)] -£(t)
is negative and decreasing throughout the interval (^2.^3)-Let us suppose that the optimal strategy changes at / = t$. From Lemma 3.4 we can see that it is not possible to have raj + iq[vo(t)] -£(t) = 0 for all / € (hyU) and so the only possible change would require xa j+ \q [vo{t) ] -£(/) < 0 on (hJ*). A continuation of this argument will show that such a journey can never terminate.
Although the above results do not constitute a complete determination of the overall structure of the optimal journey they do indicate the methods that must be used. 
The complete solution
We will consider an optimal journey with the acceleration phase defined by 
MHO = (-1)-'{MI
and since V k > V n > 0 we can define the braking phase of the optimal journey by the formula
where 8 is chosen so that
depends on a, 0 and y. Now that we can describe the basic format of the optimal journey it is possible to formulate the problem in a more amenable form. The cost of the optimal journal is given by Jo(a,fi,y)= n-k-l E ;=0 '°a nd the distance travelled during the optimal journal is given by
/o Therefore we can now consider the original problem in the following form. Minimise Jo(a, /?, y) subject to the (equality) constraint d(a, P,y) = L and the (inequality) constraints a>0, P>0, y>0 and X)f=i <*r + P + T,"=o V* + t n (0)-t n (V n )<T.
Thus we form a Langrangean function a, p, rXit, v, t], £) = J 0 (a, P,y) + X[L-d(a,P,y)]
from which we obtain the equation (£2) in the form 
for each / with 1 < / < n -k. For convenience in the above formulae we have used the notation UQ = -1 wherever necessary. In order to solve the equations given by the Kuhn-Tucker conditions we assume to begin with that a, P and y are positive. Thus we must have n = 0, v = 0 and r\ = 0. If we take (£3) with / = n -k it follows that £ = XV n . Thus { = 0 only if A = 0 or V n = 0 and from (£ 2 ) it is clear that A = 0 is not possible. If we put / = n-k -1 in (£3) we obtain and if we subsequently use an inductive argument on (£3), then it follows that for each j = 1,2,..., n -k -1. From equation (£"2) we get
If these results are used in conjunction with equation (E\) in the case m = k then it can be seen that
With m = k -1 in equation (£1) we find that
and once again an inductive argument, applied this time to equation {E\), can be used to deduce that
for each i = 1,2,..., k -1. These results can be written collectively in the form The fundamental nature of the results is however the same and the same formulae apply. The notation must be adjusted to allow for a re-numbering of the appropriate stages but if we imagine that the whole problem is simply reworked with the null stages omitted it is easy to see that the same analysis will again apply. Similar comments can be made when fl = 0 and the speedholding phase is omitted. This time however the results are changed to the extent that equation (3) will be deleted.
In the case of a journey that contains a speedholding phase it can now be seen that the maximum velocity V* achieved (during the speedholding phase) on the journey is sufficient to determine the parameter k and the velocities V\, V2,...,V n . For each such type of optimal journey (i.e. for each selected configuration of null stages) and a given maximum velocity V* the time allowed for the speedholding phase can be adjusted to achieve the appropriate value of d{ V*, 0) viz. d{V*,fi*) = L. Of course this may not be possible for all types of optimal journey and in cases where it is possible there may be a violation of the time constraint. When both the distance and time constraints can be satisfied the optimal type journey is feasible and the cost can be calculated. The first diagram shows an optimal type velocity profile and shows how the distance travelled, represented by the area under the curve, can be adjusted by varying the time allowed for the speedholding phase. In the case of a journey that contains no speedholding phase the value of the parameter X is no longer specified by the value V* of the maximum velocity. For each such optimal journey the value of the parameter X determines the velocities Vi,V 2 ,...,V n from V* and consequently determines the distance travelled. Thus we must now choose k so that d{V*,k) = L. Alternatively we can see that determination of any one value V t (other than the value V k = V*) will determine X and hence determine all other values Vj. Provided that the time constraint is satisfied, this journey will be feasible and can then be costed. The second diagram shows an optimal type velocity profile with no speed holding phase and shows that selection of the velocity at which braking begins will determine the compleie journey.
We can now calculate the cost of each feasible type of optimal journey and so determine the minimum cost journey.
Conclusions
This paper provides a clear answer to the type of strategy that must be adopted to achieve a minimum cost journey. The optimal strategy involves successive levels of constant applied acceleration with each subsequent level less than the preceding one and with the allowable levels restricted to the points at which the slope of the piecewise linear function p(u) changes. If the maximum velocity of the optimal journey is given, then this paper shows that a single real number parameter determines the complete journey. The appropriate value of this parameter can be determined by satisfying the distance requirement and the journey will then be regarded as feasible if the time constraint is not violated. No specific method is suggested for the parameter determination and further work could be done to develop an efficient numerical procedure. In the case of the more general problem where the function p(u) is not piecewise linear it seems reasonable to assume that an approximate optimal journey could be obtained by using a piecewise linear approximation to p(u).
